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Abstract
This paper applies the statistical concepts of \( \sigma \)-convergence and unconditional \( \beta \)-convergence to institutional development within several country groups hierarchized to the degree of European integration (e.g., euro area). Two sets of indicators are employed to measure institutional development: first, the Worldwide Governance Indicators, and second, the product market regulation indicator of the OECD and the Doing Business distance to frontier indicator of the World Bank. The authors can clearly confirm institutional \( \beta \)-convergence within the EU and its aspirants, which is mainly driven by the new Member States and acceding, candidate, and potential candidate countries. However, euro-area countries converge only in the area of product market and business regulation—not in the area of governance. In fact, the authors show evidence for \( \beta \)-divergence in rule of law within the first twelve euro-area members. Concerning \( \sigma \)-convergence, the results are less clear. Only the EU including the EU aspirants reduced the cross-country variance in all aspects of institutional development.
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Introduction

The enlargement of the European Union (EU) and its deepening in specific areas, for example, monetary policy is expected to promote convergence in economic rules, regulation, and policies especially through the acquis communautaire. In the early notion of institutional convergence, institutions converge if they become more similar to each other (see, e.g., Pelkmans 2000 and Hall 2003). Focusing on the overall quality of institutions, rather than on their concrete type and structure, Savoia and Sen (2016) are the first who apply the concept of $\beta$-convergence to indicators for institutional quality. Alesina et al. (2017) do some exercise on $\sigma$-convergence in institutional development in the EU and Heckelman (2015) at the global level. Our paper brings both statistical concepts of institutional convergence together and relates them to the European integration process.

Institutional convergence is of economic interest because it is related to convergence in terms of income per capita (real or economic convergence). The literature on the determinants of economic growth identifies institutions “as a fundamental cause of long-run growth” (as summarized by Acemoglu et al. 2005). Therefore, we need a better understanding of how institutional quality evolves in the euro area, the EU, and the EU’s aspirant countries. Indeed, there is scope for economic growth and convergence through institutional development in the EU (Masuch et al. 2016). Moreover, institutional differences within the EU have become important from the competitiveness perspective. Huemer et al. (2013) disentangle market-induced and politics-induced changes in competitiveness arguing that governments can only adjust policy variables to improve their countries’ competitiveness.

This paper’s question is whether institutional convergence occurs during the European integration process. Institutional convergence is defined as convergence in terms of institutional development levels. Following the economic growth literature, we introduce the
concepts of $\sigma$-convergence and unconditional $\beta$-convergence. Thereafter, we analyze by the means of descriptive statistical analysis whether institutional convergence has occurred in several country groups hierarchized to the degree of European integration, for example, within the EU Member States or the euro area. For this, we employ two sets of indicators for institutional development: one set refers to the area of governance; the second refers to the area of product market and business regulation. We can clearly confirm institutional $\beta$-convergence within the EU and its aspirants, which is mainly driven by the new Member States and acceding, candidate, and potential candidate countries. However, euro-area countries converge only in the area of product market and business regulation—not in the area of governance. In fact, we show evidence for $\beta$-divergence in rule of law within the first twelve euro-area members. Concerning $\sigma$-convergence, the results are less clear. Only the EU including the EU aspirants reduced the cross-country variance in all aspects of institutional development.

Neither do we calculate conditional $\beta$-convergence of institutional development, nor do we test the significance of other initial conditions beside from the initial institutional development level. Our aim is not to explain why do or do not countries develop further or even deteriorate institutionally. We assess whether countries involved on the European integration process, for example the euro-area members, institutionally converge. This is a starting point for future research to look at political and economic consequences.

This paper introduces European integration in Chapter 1. In the Chapter 2, we present the statistical concept of institutional $\beta$- and $\sigma$-convergence. Both concepts are applied to governance indicators in Chapter 3 and to indicators for product market and business regulation in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 concludes.
In this chapter, we briefly overview the process of widening and deepening in the European integration—the enlargement of the EU and the euro area. The terms “widening” and “deepening” of the EU are not consistently defined within the literature. Most authors mean enlargement of the EU by “widening” and further integration by “deepening” (e.g., Berglöf et al. 2008, p. 133). Some authors distinguish between the pure enlargement of the EU and “widening” in the sense of extending European cooperation to new areas, whereas “deepening” means more European integration in the existing areas of cooperation (Centre for Economic Policy Research 1995, p. 51). In this paper, we follow the first concept.

European integration consists of the widening and deepening of the EU. The widening of the EU means that new Member States become accepted, whereas the process of deepening refers to the creation and enlargement of the euro area within the EU Member States.

Indeed, European integration occurs already before accepting new Member States, and even before the process of formal application. To prepare European countries that express the desire to join the Union, the EU adopts partnerships and agreements, and provides technical assistance to those countries. In our notion, there are three criteria to identify this as European integration and distinguish it from other regional cooperation. First, the countries express the desire to join the EU someday. Second, the EU offers a prospect for membership to this country. Third, there are some agreements or cooperation, for example, a Europe agreement of the EU with this country. If these three criteria are satisfied, we call the process European integration as well. Currently, Western Balkans involved in the stabilization and association process are called potential candidates by the EU if they are not yet official candidate countries (European Commission 2012). A country that applies formally for EU membership can be granted candidate country status by the European Council and is called candidate country thereafter. When formal membership negotiations are concluded and the treaty of accession has been signed, it becomes an acceding country. Normally, accession countries become EU Member States within one or two years. As soon as the new
Member States achieve a sufficient degree of nominal convergence, they qualify for introducing the euro.

The first and the greatest enlargement of the EU to the East was in 2004, when ten Central and East European transition countries plus Cyprus and Malta joined the EU at once. That posed a huge challenge on the functioning of the EU. In the following, an “enlargement fatigue” became noticeable. The admission of Bulgaria and Romania was postponed to 2007. For the time being, Croatia became the last new Member States in 2013. Although, there are some candidate and potential candidate countries for EU membership\(^1\), negotiations are ongoing only with Montenegro, Serbia, and Turkey. Up to date, it is open at what time and which country will join the EU next.

After the initial introduction of the euro in eleven Member States and 2001 in Greece, there was a prolonged period where no other Member State qualified for or took advantage of introducing the euro. United Kingdom and Denmark have been granted exemption from participating in the third stage of the EMU, and Sweden is de facto not willing to introduce the euro (see European Central Bank 2012, p. 64 and European Union 2012). The new Member States were preparing and accomplishing the accession to the EU. Slovenia was the first country of the new Member State that achieved a sufficient degree of convergence and was eligible for introducing the euro. After that, some new Member States subsequently joined the euro area, with the most recent being Lithuania in 2015 (see Table 1).

---

\(^1\) The candidate countries are Albania, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, and Turkey. Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the Kosovo are currently potential candidate countries. Iceland put the accession negotiations on hold in 2013. In 2015, Iceland’s government requested that Iceland should not be regarded as a candidate country for EU membership.
Table 1 Foundation and enlargement rounds of the EU and the euro area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Accession to EU</th>
<th>Introduction of the euro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>25 March 1957</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1 January 1973</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>1 January 1981</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1 January 1986</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td></td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1 January 1995</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td></td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td></td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>1 May 2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td></td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>1 January 2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>1 July 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: European Commission 2015a, p. 4 and European Commission 2015b

In the Chapters 3 and 4, we will look at $\sigma$- and unconditional $\beta$-convergence in institutional development levels within several country groups (see Figure 1). The smallest country group consists of the first-round members of the euro area plus Greece, which are called EA12. Next, we add all the Member States that introduced the euro until 2012 and call them EA17. The third country group that we look at consists of the 27 Member States of the EU (EU27). Finally, we add all accession, candidate, and potential candidate countries to the EU by the end of 2012 and call this unit “EU+aspirants”. These are in total 36 countries. However, there is a lack of data for Kosovo and Montenegro for the first years. Hence, we have to exclude...
them from the convergence analysis. Therefore, 34 countries remain in the “EU+aspirants” unit. We do not look at convergence within the geographical area Europe because many of the remaining countries (e.g., Belarus, Russia, Norway, and Switzerland) do not aspire to join the EU, although some of them are already well integrated with the EU by bilateral treaties.

The country groups constructed for the analysis of convergence in product market and business regulation are as far as possible coincident with the country groups for the governance-convergence analysis. However, the product market regulation indicator is collected predominantly for OECD countries. Therefore, we analyze convergence for the “old” EU Member States (EUold) and the Member States that introduced the euro in 1999 and 2001 (EA12) (see Figure 1).
2 Definition of institutional convergence

Before defining “institutional convergence”, we need to clarify what is meant by “institutional”. This could either mean that there is convergence in institutions so that the types and structure of institutions become more and more similar. Alternatively, institutional convergence implies convergence in terms of institutional development levels (or institutional quality, as it is sometimes called). The former meaning does not imply desirable or “good”
institutions. The latter does not necessarily mean that the institutions are of the same structure, but that they are conducive to a commonly agreed objective, for example, economic growth. However, both meanings rely on the word “institution” so that we first have to clarify what institutions are. Several widely accepted definitions of the term “institution” exist. We follow the prominent approach of Douglass C. North who stated that “[i]nstitutions are the rules of the game in a society” (North 1990, p. 3). He distinguishes between formal and informal institutions and recognizes that enforcement is essential for their functioning.

Within the field of growth and development economics, there is no overall accepted definition of institutions. Some base their analysis on the narrow definition of Douglass C. North, whereas others choose a wider definition that includes organizations, and yet others, do not explain their conception of institutions at all. In sum, this makes it difficult to compare the results of the studies (Jütting 2003, p. 9). Many growth economists are less interested in the concrete type of an institution, and more on how institutions are conducive to economic growth. Usually, this is called institutional quality, institutional development level or governance. Based on their definition of governance, Kaufmann et al. (2010) develop the Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) that are widely used within the growth and development literature.

The term “convergence” is derived from the verb “to converge” and describes “[a] movement directed toward or terminating in the same point” (OED Online 2015) in the general language. In economics, the term “convergence” refers to the general question of whether there is a tendency that differences between countries disappear over time. In the history of economic thought, the notion of convergence has changed. In the 1950s and early 1960s, the question was whether capitalist and socialist economies would converge from an institutional perspective. Nowadays the term refers to the economic growth theory, specifically to the question of diminishing per capita output differences across countries (Durlauf, Johnson 2008).
There are several definitions of convergence in the economic growth literature (the presentation is following Durlauf and Johnson 2008):

- unconditional $\beta$-convergence,
- conditional $\beta$-convergence and
- $\sigma$-convergence.

The $\beta$-convergence models the relationship between initial per-capita income and subsequent growth. Two countries experience convergence if the country with lower initial income grows faster than the other, regardless of other factors that could influence growth (unconditional $\beta$-convergence) or controlling for other possible determinants of the growth rate (conditional $\beta$-convergence). $\sigma$-convergence measures whether the variance of per-capita income across countries is shrinking or not. A reduction in the variance is defined as $\sigma$-convergence. Both concepts of convergence are purely statistical. Moreover, there is no necessary relationship between them. $\beta$-convergence is compatible with a constant cross-sectional variance of per-capita income over time, and the presence of $\sigma$-convergence does not necessarily indicate catching-up in a country’s per-capita income.

In the cross-section regression

\[ g_i = k + \log y_{i,0} \beta + \epsilon_i, \]

where $g_i$ is the real per-capita growth of country $i$ and $y_{i,0}$ is the initial per-capita income of that country, unconditional $\beta$-convergence is said to hold if $\beta < 0$. $\sigma$-convergence takes place when the variance across $i$ of $\log y_{i,t}$, i.e., $\sigma_{\log y,t}^2$, is shrinking between $t$ and $t+T$:

\[ \sigma_{\log y,t}^2 - \sigma_{\log y,t+T}^2 > 0. \]

We translate both statistical concepts of convergence to institutional development so that the coefficient $\beta$ captures unconditional $\beta$-convergence of an institutional development indicator $D$ in the following equation

\[ D_{i,T} - D_{i,0} = k + \beta D_{i,0} + \epsilon_i. \]
σ-convergence is said to hold if

$$\sigma_{D_{t,T}}^2 - \sigma_{D_{t,T}}^2 > 0.$$  

(4)

In the next section, we will look at σ-convergence and unconditional β-convergence in institutional development levels within several country groups (the euro area, the EU, and its aspirants). The primary interest is on institutional convergence as catching-up in institutional development. However, we will also analyze whether there has occurred a reduction in the variance of institutional development level within these country groups. In this paper, the term "institutions" is broadly defined, and we do not explore specific policy measures or institutional arrangements. To measure institutional convergence, we first employ the six Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGIs): voice and accountability (VaA), control of corruption (CoC), government effectiveness (GE), political stability and absence of violence (PSNV), rule of law (RoL), and regulatory quality (RQ). Second, we focus on institutional convergence with respect to economic institutions. For this purpose, we employ the product market regulation indicator of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the Doing Business distance to frontier indicator of the World Bank. These are indicators for the regulation of the business environment. The former measures the degree to which policies promote or inhibit competition. The latter complements this by measuring the strength of legal institutions relevant to business regulation and the complexity and cost of regulatory process. The convergence analysis will be in most parts graphical and descriptive. Hence, we cannot derive any inference on the causes for institutional convergence or divergence. Nevertheless, the detection of institutional convergence is interesting on its own part.

---

2 It is not necessary to take the logarithm of the WGIs for the calculation of the variance as frequently done with per capita income in the growth literature.
3 Convergence in Europe: the area of governance

3.1 \( \sigma \)-convergence

In this section, we calculate the cross-country variances of the institutional development levels for the even numbered years between 1996 and 2012. To measure the level of institutional development, we employ the six WGIs. Figure 2 displays cross-country variances for each of the six WGIs and for each of the country groups as defined above. \( \sigma \)-convergence occurs when the cross-country variance is shrinking between two periods. Not surprisingly, the cross-country variance is the highest for the widest country group and decreases subsequently to the smallest country group, the twelve euro-area countries. However, the variance is higher within the twelve euro-area countries than within the seventeen euro-area countries in 2012. For the EU and its aspirants, one can see a huge reduction in cross-country variance of institutional development over 1996 to 2012. However, there is a slight increase in the variance of voice and accountability during the last years. Within the 27 EU Member States, there is either a small reduction in variance or none at all, dependent on the dimension of governance. Economic indicators as control of corruption, government effectiveness, and regulatory quality show some \( \sigma \)-convergence within the 27 EU Member States. The indicators that rather reflect the development of legal or political institutions, i.e., voice and accountability, political stability and absence of violence, and rule of law show no \( \sigma \)-convergence. Very sobering is the view on the cross-country variances within the euro-area members. There is no clear-cut evidence for \( \sigma \)-convergence or divergence within the 17 euro-area countries, except for control of corruption and regulatory quality, where we see a widening since 2006 and 2007, respectively. The picture is even worse for the first twelve members of the euro area. There is clear-cut \( \sigma \)-divergence for the indicators control of corruption and rule of law for the whole period, and some divergence for political stability and absence of violence, government effectiveness, and regulatory quality during the last decade. To conclude, New Members States and those that aspire membership drive most of the \( \sigma \)-convergence in the euro area, the EU and its aspirants. The
“old” Member States do not converge anymore, or even diverge over some aspects of institutional development, especially in control of corruption and rule of law.

Our findings are in line with the scarce existing literature. Examining $\sigma$-convergence in the old EU Member States, Alesina et al. (2017) show that the quality of the public administrations and of the legal system did not converge. Indeed, Southern Europe’s institutions are falling further behind relative to one’s of the Northern Europe. In a related analysis, Jurlin and Čučković (2010) note that the institutional difference between the new and old EU Member States has remained rather high and has not diminished since 2005. On the contrary, candidate and potential candidate transition countries have made strong progress in the quality of institutions (Jurlin, Čučković 2010, pp. 94–95).
Figure 2  WGI's $\sigma$-convergence in Europe

Data source: Kaufmann et al. 2013
(Notes on next page)
Notes:
(i) No data is available for the first years for Kosovo and Montenegro. They are excluded from the “EU+aspirants” group.
(ii) VaA: voice and accountability.
(iii) CoC: control of corruption.
(iv) GE: government effectiveness.
(v) PSNV: political stability and absence of violence.
(vi) RoL: rule of law.
(vii) RQ: regulatory quality.
(viii) EA12: the first-round euro-area countries and Greece.
(ix) EA17: the 17 euro-area countries in 2012.
(x) EU27: the 27 EU Member States in 2012.
(xi) EU+aspirants: the 27 EU Member States and accession, candidate, and potential candidate countries by the end of 2012.

3.2 β-convergence

In this section, we plot the initial value of each WGI against the change between the initial value and the end-of-period value. Moreover, we fit a straight line in the resulting scatterplot, calculate its slope, the corresponding p-value of significance, and finally the $R^2$. A significant and negative slope coefficient is evidence for unconditional β-convergence in institutional development levels. The $R^2$ indicates which part of the total variance of the changes in the WGI is explained by their initial values. Moreover, the $R^2$ is the square of the sample correlation coefficient of this simple regression.

Figure 3 displays the relationship between the initial value of each WGI in 1996 and its subsequent change between 1996 and 2012 for the EU Member States and the EU aspirants. There is strong evidence for β-convergence in each dimension of governance. The slope coefficients are all negative and highly significant. Moreover, the $R^2$ are high, which means that a great part of the variances is explained by the initial values. To conclude, institutional laggards are catching-up with well-developed countries. In Figure 4, we see β-convergence for most of the governance indicators within the 27 Member States of the EU. The negative slope coefficients are still significant at the 5%-level and the $R^2$ are moderately large. There are only two exceptions. No β-convergence can be stated for the indicators voice and accountability and rule of law (the slope coefficient of the latter is significant only at the 10%-level). A distinctly different picture emerges from Figure 5. Although the slope coefficients are still negative, we cannot state significant β-convergence for any dimension of
governance within the 17 members of the euro area. The evidence is even more alarming for the first twelve members of the euro area (see Figure 6). All indicators show at least a tendency of divergence. The slope coefficients are all positive, and for rule of law the slope coefficient is even highly significant with an $R^2$ of 0.61. The first-round members of the euro area plus Greece clearly have diverged in rule of law since 1996. A detailed view on the data reveals that Greece, Italy, and Portugal experienced a huge deterioration (change is lower than $-0.4$) in three to four indicators.\(^3\) Sporadically, also other countries show a strong deterioration in one governance indicator. However, such an accumulation of deteriorations in Greece, Italy and Portugal is striking. On the other side, a huge improvement in institutional development is visible for only one country in one indicator: Finland in government effectiveness. All other countries show a disappointing development; no other country improves on government effectiveness.

\(^3\) In Portugal, there has been a huge deterioration of voice and accountability, control of corruption, political stability and absence of violence, and regulatory quality. Greece deteriorated much in control of corruption, government effectiveness, political stability and absence of violence, and rule of law. The change in government effectiveness, political stability and absence of violence, and rule of law was lower than $-0.4$ in Italy.
Figure 3  WGI’s β-convergence in the European Union including its aspirants

Data source: Kaufmann et al. 2013
Notes: The country group comprises the 27 EU Member States and accession, candidate, and potential candidate countries by the end of 2012. Kosovo and Montenegro are excluded from the country group because of data availability. VaA: voice and accountability; CoC: control of corruption; GE: government effectiveness; PSNV: political stability and absence of violence; RoL: rule of law; RQ: regulatory quality.
Figure 4  WGI’s β-convergence in the European Union

Data source: Kaufmann et al. 2013
Notes: The country group comprises the 27 EU Member States in 2012. VaA: voice and accountability; CoC: control of corruption; GE: government effectiveness; PSNV: political stability and absence of violence; RoL: rule of law; RQ: regulatory quality.
Figure 5  WGIs’ β-convergence in the euro area

Data source: Kaufmann et al. 2013

Notes: The country group comprises the 17 euro-area countries in 2012. VaA: voice and accountability; CoC: control of corruption; GE: government effectiveness; PSNV: political stability and absence of violence; RoL: rule of law; RQ: regulatory quality.
Figure 6 WGI’s β-convergence in the euro area of the first twelve members

Data source: Kaufmann et al. 2013
Notes: The country group comprises the first-round euro-area members and Greece (12 euro-area countries). VaA: voice and accountability; CoC: control of corruption; GE: government effectiveness; PSNV: political stability and absence of violence; RoL: rule of law; RQ: regulatory quality.
3.3 Concluding remarks

To sum up the results of the previous two sections, institutional convergence in Europe is driven mainly by institutional development in the new Member States and acceding, candidate, and potential candidate countries. This applies to both statistical concepts of convergence: unconditional $\beta$-convergence and $\sigma$-convergence. These countries have made great progress in developing their institutions further. The “old” Member States that introduced the euro, on the contrary, tend to diverge. The $\beta$-divergence is mainly driven by the bad performance of Greece, Italy, and Portugal, whose institutions were not the best ones in 1996. In addition, the institutional development of the other first-round euro-area members is not praiseworthy. In case there are improvements, they are quite moderate. The only noteworthy exception is Finland that improved much on government effectiveness and regulatory quality.

4 Convergence in Europe: the area of product market and business regulation

4.1 $\sigma$-convergence

In this section, we calculate the cross-country variances of the institutional development level as measured by the economy-wide OECD product market regulation (PMR) indicator and the distance to frontier (DTF) indicator of the World Bank capturing ease of doing business. Hence, we focus on economic institutions in a narrow sense. The PMR indicator measures the degree to which policies promote or inhibit competition. The DTF indicator complements this by measuring the strength of legal institutions relevant to business regulation and the complexity and cost of regulatory process. Figure 7 shows the cross-country variances of the product market regulation indicator on the left-hand side, and the ones of the distance to frontier indicator on the right-hand side. One can see that $\sigma$-convergence occurred in all
country groups and for both indicators. However, there is one qualification. The first-round euro-area members and Greece converged in product market regulation only from 2008 to 2013. Before, they show no convergence. Strong convergence occurred in the ease of doing business within the EU including its aspirants. Interestingly, the cross-section variance is of similar magnitude in the EU, the euro area, and the group of the first twelve euro-area countries. In contrast, the EU including its aspirants shows much more variance. From this, one can conclude that the spreading stems from the accession, candidate, and potential candidate countries.

Figure 7 $\sigma$-convergence in product market and business regulation

Data sources: OECD 2013 and World Bank 2014

Notes:
(i) The old EU Member States (EUold) are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and United Kingdom. The euro-area group comprises the first-round euro-area countries and Greece (EA12). Luxembourg is excluded from both country groups because of data availability. The 17 euro-area countries group (EA17) and the 27 EU Member States group (EU27) do not comprise Cyprus and Malta for the same reason. EU+aspirants: the 27 EU Member States and accession, candidate, and potential candidate countries as at the end of 2012. There is also not enough data to include Montenegro and Kosovo in the “EU+aspirants” country group.
(ii) PMR: economy-wide OECD product market regulation indicator
(iii) DTF: distance to frontier indicator of the Doing Business report

Alesina et al. (2017) show similar evidence for product market regulation in the old EU Member States. However, $\sigma$-convergence is not evident anymore, when conditioning on income per capita. Hence, the observed
4.2 β-convergence

Figure 8 displays the relationship between the initial value of the product market regulation index in 1998 and its change between 1998 and 2013 for the “old” EU Member States and the Member States that introduced the euro in 1999 and 2001. The negative and highly significant slope of the regression line is evidence for unconditional β-convergence in product market regulation for both country groups. Countries that had restrictive product market regulation provisions in 1998 deregulated more until 2013 than countries with product market regulation that leaves room for competition. The only difference between the two scatter plots are the three upper-left points that represent Denmark, Sweden, and United Kingdom. These three countries had very liberal product market regulations already in 1998.

Figure 8 β-convergence in product market regulation

Data source: OECD 2013

Notes:
(i) The old Member States of the first country group are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and United Kingdom. The euro-area group comprises the first-round euro-area countries and Greece. Luxembourg is excluded from both country groups because of data availability.
(ii) PMR: economy-wide OECD product market regulation indicator

Figure 9 shows $\beta$-convergence in business regulation. Again, the slope coefficients are negative and highly significant. However, the highest slope coefficient, the highest p-value and the lowest $R^2$ are calculated for the first twelve euro-area members.

**Figure 9  $\beta$-convergence in business regulation**

- **European Union including its aspirants**
  - Slope coef. = -0.33, p-value = 0, $R^2 = 0.56$

- **European Union**
  - Slope coef. = -0.32, p-value = 0, $R^2 = 0.51$

- **Euro area (17 countries)**
  - Slope coef. = -0.28, p-value = 0, $R^2 = 0.51$

- **Euro area (12 countries)**
  - Slope coef. = -0.23, p-value = 0.03, $R^2 = 0.43$

---

Data source: World Bank 2014

Notes:

(i) The euro-area group comprises the first-round euro-area countries and Greece (EA12) excluding Luxembourg because of data availability. Additionally, the 17 euro-area countries group and the EU (27 Member States) group do not comprise Cyprus and Malta for the same reason. There is also not enough data to include Montenegro and Kosovo in the “EU+aspirants” group, i.e., the 27 EU Member States and accession, candidate, and potential candidate countries as at the end of 2012.

(ii) DTF: distance to frontier indicator of the Doing Business report
4.3 Concluding remarks

To sum up the results of the previous two sections, there is overall unconditional $\beta$- and $\sigma$-convergence within European country groups in the area of product market and business regulation. However, from this descriptive analysis, we cannot infer what the driving factors behind this convergence are. In the structural-reforms literature, deregulation in product markets is supposed to be a consequence of euro-area membership. Supporting evidence is provided by Alesina et al. (2011), Duval and Elmeskov (2005), and Belke et al. (2007).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed whether $\sigma$-convergence and unconditional $\beta$-convergence occurred in institutional development levels within the euro area, the EU, and its aspirants. The primary interest is on institutional convergence as catching-up in institutional development, which we can clearly confirm within the EU and its aspirants. However, euro-area countries converge only in product market and business regulation but not in their general institutional development level. Actually, there is evidence for $\beta$-divergence in rule of law within the first twelve euro-area members.

We also analyzed whether there has occurred a reduction in the variance of institutional development level within the country groups. The results for the euro area depend on the area of institutional development under examination. There is evidence for $\sigma$-divergence in the area of governance within the first twelve euro-area members but evidence for $\sigma$-convergence in the area of product market and business regulation. Within the EU, we found a reduction in cross-country variances for economic institutions. Only the widest country group, the EU Member States plus the accession, candidate, and potential candidate countries experienced $\sigma$-convergence in all aspects of institutional development.
Our analysis raises the awareness of potentially failed convergence or even divergence in institutional terms within the EU integration process. We alert that institutional convergence is not a matter of course, especially within the old EU Member States and the euro area. This assessment is the starting point for discussing political and economic consequences surrounding the sustainability of the Economic and Monetary Union.
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